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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

The potential of proton beam radiation therapy in breast cancer

THOMAS BJÖRK-ERIKSSON1 & BENGT GLIMELIUS2,3

1Department of Oncology, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden, 2Department of Oncology, Radiology and

Clinical Immunology, University Hospital, Uppsala, Sweden, 3Department of Oncology and Pathology, Karolinska Institutet,

Stockholm, Sweden.

Abstract
A group of Swedish oncologists and hospital physicists have estimated the number of patients in Sweden suitable for proton
beam therapy. The estimations have been based on current statistics of tumour incidence, number of patients potentially
eligible for radiation treatment, scientific support from clinical trials and model dose planning studies and knowledge of the
dose-response relations of different tumours and normal tissues. In primary breast cancer, it is estimated that about 300 of
the annually 3 425 irradiated patients can potentially be candidates for proton beam therapy to reduce late toxicity, mainly
from the heart and lungs.

Breast cancer, at 6 500 new cases annually, is the

second most common cancer diagnosis in Sweden

[1]. The median age is relatively low, namely 62.

Radiotherapy has an established role in the primary

treatment, partly to reduce the risk of recurrence

after breast-preserving surgery for early cancer, and

also to reduce the risk of loco-regional recurrence

and improve survival in addition to general cytostatic

or hormonal treatment for lymph node-positive or

locally advanced breast cancer [2]. Analyses of

clinical trials and meta-analyses have demonstrated

that the ratio between the number of loco-regional

failures avoided and breast cancer deaths prevented

is between 4 and 5:1 [3�/7]. Both loco-regional

control and survival was improved by post-mastect-

omy radiation after neo-adjuvant chemotherapy and

mastectomy for locally advanced breast cancer,

according to a retrospective analysis of several

prospective trials [8].

The overwhelming majority of women with breast

cancer are operated on, primarily as a rule or, in the

event of locally advanced disease or inflammatory

cancer, after preoperative treatment. Surgery is

frequently followed by supplementary treatment in

the form of radiation, cytostatics or hormones.

Estimates and guidelines of the appropriate evi-

dence-based use of radiation therapy for primary

breast cancer have been published [2,9�/11]. A

survey performed by the Swedish Council on Tech-

nology Assessement in Health Care, the SBU-

report, over 12 weeks in the autumn of 2001 showed

radiotherapy against the primary tumour region

being given to 822 breast cancer patients [12]. On

an annual basis this means about 3 425 patients

irradiated, post-operatively as a rule.

Breast cancer irradiation

The volumes irradiated comprise either the remain-

ing breast or occasionally only the surgical bed plus a

limited margin after breast-conserving surgery [13],

the operation area following mastectomy, one or

more regional lymph node stations, i.e. axilla, supra-

and infraclavicular glands and parasternal glands or

a combination of breast/operation area and lymph

node stations. The volumes irradiated vary a great

deal in size and shape, depending on the patient’s

appearance and the tumour location. It can be

technically difficult to achieve homogeneous dose

distribution in the volumes where cancer cells may

be present, while at the same time keeping the dose

to adjacent organs low enough to avoid side-effects.

One very common target absorbed dose after both

conservative- and radical breast surgery is 25 frac-

tions of 2 Gy, total dose 50 Gy. Sometimes a slightly
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higher fraction dose is given for a period of less than

five weeks to a final dose corresponding to a total

dose of 50 Gy for five weeks. Boost treatment against

the operation area also occurs.

Late side-effects of breast cancer irradiation

The side-effects mainly seen after breast cancer

irradiation are pneumonitis, effects on the heart,

arm oedema, sometimes in combination with de-

creased range of motion, breast skin fibrosis, rib

fracture and secondary malignancies, mainly con-

tralateral cancer. Effects on the nervous system can

also be seen [14].

Many studies have shown increased cardiac mor-

tality following breast cancer irradiation [6,15�/18].

The augmentation of risk is confined to mainly left-

sided breast cancer and is clearly technique-related.

Treatments, in which a larger portion of the heart

receives a radiation dose as happened in some earlier

studies, entail greater risk than when the irradiated

heart volume can be limited. There are modern

studies in which no augmented risk of cardiac death

was observable for up to ten years [19]. A study

based upon the SEER Registry could not find any

difference in mortality from ischemic heart disease at

15 years between women with left- and right-sided

breast cancer treated between 1985 and 1989

whereas this was seen for those diagnosed between

1973 and 1989 [20]. The absolute risk, however, is

relatively limited, which calls for major studies, and

excess mortality is mainly observable after ten years

[18].

In the meta-analysis of survival following irradia-

tion for early breast cancer [6], a total survival gain

of 1.2% (from 35.9 to 37.1%) is noted after 20 years,

the corresponding gain after ten years being 2.1%

(from 54.5 to 56.6%). After 20 years the proportion

of breast cancer deaths has fallen from 51.4% to

46.4%, i.e. an absolute difference of 4.8%, at the

same time as the number of deaths from non-breast

cancer has risen from 26.2 to 30.5%, or by 4.3% in

absolute terms. Many of these studies gave radio-

therapy which imposed an unnecessary load on the

heart, and it is reasonable to suppose that today’s

conventional radiotherapy entails less risk of death

from other causes especially when the target is

defined manually and followed by an individualized

dose-planning. Today there are techniques with

breathing-adapted radiotherapy with voluntary in-

spiration which can consistently reduce the dose to

both the heart and lungs, most likely reducing the

risk for late cardiac and pulmonary toxicity [21].

The magnitude of the excess risk with modern

conventional irradiation cannot be reliably stated,

but since the absolute reduction of breast cancer

deaths achieved with post-operative irradiation is

limited, albeit clinically meaningful, the increased

mortality from other causes must be very low or

close on zero.

Pulmonary complications in the form of acute

radiation pneumonitis and late lung fibrosis have

also been reported from several studies [22�/25].

The risk of pulmonary complications depends on the

radiation load on the underlying lung parenchyma

and, accordingly, the radiotherapy technique used.

In this respect, the risks do not differ appreciably

between left and right-sided lung cancer. Pulmonary

complications can be troublesome for the patients,

but do not have such grave implications as heart

complications.

Dermatological side-effects in the form of disco-

loration, telangiectasias, fibrosis and, in serious

cases, necrosis, have also been observed following

irradiation of breast cancer. These too depend on

radiation load and, accordingly, are technique-

related. Photons compared with electrons give a

lower load on the skin (at the same time as photons

give a larger in-depth dose contribution). It has been

estimated that a dose of 50 Gy to the surface of the

skin in an area of 150 cm2 leads to a 2% risk of

necrosis [26]. Dermatological side-effects are rarely

serious, but they should be avoided because they

entail a cosmetically inferior result [27]. Conven-

tional present-day techniques generally have good

cosmetic outcomes.

Problems of arm lymph oedema, reduced

shoulder mobility and nervous effects from the

plexus brachialis are common after surgery to the

armpit and post-operative irradiation [28]. Good

surgical technique and homogeneous dose distribu-

tion are important for limiting these complications.

Analyses have shown that overdosage entails not only

an increased risk of complications but also better

tumour control [29]. This latter indicates that a

homogeneous and sufficiently high radiation dose is

necessary in the whole of the target.

After all radiation there is a risk of increased

induction of secondary malignancies [30]. In the

case of breast cancer irradiation, it is above all the

risk of contralateral breast cancer that has been

observed [31]. The risk of secondary malignancies

cannot be firmly quantified, but unnecessary irradia-

tion of non-cancerous tumour should be avoided. In

the case of secondary malignancies, this also applies

to radiation in low doses which cannot be expected

to have other negative effects. It is poorly known

whether the hypersensitivity to low doses described

for other effects also applies to the induction of

malignancies [32]. The risk of secondary malignan-

cies is especially important in connection with

intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), since
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more often than not many beams are given with

increased low dose load to larger volumes of tissue

[33].

Clinical experience of proton beam therapy for breast

cancer

To our knowledge, no proton beam radiotherapy has

been given against a primary breast cancer, the

reason being that, classically, small targets near risk

organs have been judged the most suitable proton

radiation targets. This view, however, is now being

revised, and several writers have in fact proposed

that the benefit of protons also applies to larger

irregular targets where there is a possibility of

reducing the dose delivered to other organs

[34,35]; see also below.

Model studies

Owing to the difficulty of adequately covering cancer

cell containing volumes with a homogeneous radia-

tion dose while at the same time limiting the dose

delivered to other organs, a number of different

model studies have been undertaken over the years,

to evaluate different techniques on patients. These

techniques have gradually become more and more

sophisticated. A treatment based on three-dimen-

sional dose planning generally achieves better results

than when ‘‘the fields are inserted by hand’’. Since,

however, 3D dose planning is more labour intensive,

various guidelines have been defined as to when a

more sophisticated technique is judged necessary

also at stage I for irradiation of remaining breast only

(e.g. [36]). In cases where the lymph node stations

are also included, there is a consensus regarding the

need for 3D dose planning [37]. Several studies in

recent years have shown IMRT to give better dose

distribution, both when the breast only is irradiated

[38,39] and when lymph node stations are also

included [40,41].

Two studies compared protons with IMRT and a

conventional irradiation for gland-positive breast

cancer [42,43]. Both studies show IMRT to give

better dose distribution and less risk of complica-

tions than a 3D-planned photon/electron plan.

Johansson et al. [42] studied 11 patients with left-

sided gland-positive breast cancer. The target in-

cluded remaining breast and all lymph node

stations. Comparisons of physical dose distribution

show protons to give a better and more homoge-

neous dose distribution to the target, at the same

time as the load on adjacent tissue is reduced.

At a dose of 50 Gy the risk of cardiac mortality

according to a normal tissue complication proba-

bility (NTCP) model declined from 6.7% with a

tangential technique and 2.2% and 2.1% respec-

tively for IMRT and a conventional photon/electron

technique to 0.5% with protons. The risk of pneu-

monitis declined from about 15% with the best

conventional irradiation technique to 0.6% for pro-

tons. The proton therapy was given as passively

distributed beams with a single field and with no

attempt at further optimisation.

In the second work by Lomax and co-workers

[44], one patient was studied. The target was

equivalent to that in the first studies, and so was

the radiation dose, 50 Gy. Only a physical compar-

ison was made. Two IMRT plans were implemented,

with attempted maximum optimisation in one of

them. The protons were given with 2 fields and

conventional ‘‘forward’’ planning but with spot

scanning technique. Thus the proton planning was

appreciably more sophisticated than in the work by

Johansson et al. Compared with the IMRT plans, the

protons give better coverage of the target, compar-

able dose to the left lung but reduced dose to the

heart, the other lung and the other breast. The

further attempts made at optimising the IMRT plans

resulted in it being possible to achieve either the

same dose homogeneity as with protons or the same

saving on dosage to the lung and heart, but not both.

Since only one case was included and no attempt

was made to calculate biological effects, reduction of

the risk of complications cannot be quantified on the

basis of this study.

Summing up, both these studies show that with

protons it is possible to give better coverage of the

whole target, while at the same time reducing the

dose load on other risk organs. This ought to mean

less risk of both cardiac mortality and pneumonitis

and secondary malignancy induction. Tumour con-

trol should be higher as well, though the difference is

unlikely to be clinically meaningful. The risk of

problems affecting the nervous system and shoulders

can also, theoretically speaking, be lower with

protons, due to the greater homogeneity of the

target.

Assessment of the number of cases eligible for proton beam

therapy

If protons were commonly used and not more

expensive than conventional irradiation, then in

principle all breast cancer patients could be primarily

treated with them. Compared with photons/elec-

trons, conventionally or as IMRT, this would mean

less risk of serious complications, at the same time as

the risk of dermatological side-effects would be

unchanged or possibly slightly greater, since protons

do not save on the skin dose in the same way as

photons do.
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The estimate given below of the number of cases

presupposes that protons are only used when radio-

therapy is given for both remaining breast parench-

yma and all lymph node stations in left-sided breast

cancer. Treatment of this kind is at present routine in

many places, since many clinical studies and meta-

analyses of the same have shown considerable

reduction of the risk of local recurrence and a slight

increase in total survival.

According to the SBU report, in which breast

cancer treatments account for 24% of all radio-

therapy treatments in the survey, 822 patients

received therapy for the primary tumour, which, as

indicated above, gives 3 425 patients in Sweden on

an annual basis [12]. Of the radiation treatments

given, 49% were for stage II, 6% stage III and the

remainder stage I. Protons are primarily indicated

only for left-sided breast cancer in stages II and III,

although the risk of pneumonitis is also reduced in

right-sided breast cancer. Given 1 640 left-sided

breast cancers, it is estimated that 900 have stages

II and III. About 600 of these are under 70 years old,

and of these about 300 have undergone breast-

conserving surgery. Thus we estimate that 300

patients should be potentially eligible for proton

therapy in the first instance. On the basis of the

model studies performed, comparing protons with

IMRT, IMRT with conventional techniques and

various conventional techniques with each other

[36,38�/43,45], the risk of serious heart complica-

tion can be estimated to decline from about 2�/3%

with IMRT to less than 0.5% with protons. The

absolute levels are uncertain, due to these estimates

being based on models. The risk appears correlated

with the ‘‘maximum heart distance’’, i.e. the max-

imum distance from the heart contour to field/block

edge in a beam’s-eye view [36,39]. If MHD is less

than 10 mm, the risk of NTCP in the heart is

estimated at less than 1%, while for 20 mm it is

about 3% and for 30 mm about 5%, after which it

rapidly rises with increasing distance [39]. Of special

interest to study are the effects on late cardiac and

pulmonary toxicity between proton- and breathing

adapted radiotherapy following breast-conserving

surgery.

It is possible that future choices between conven-

tional technique (IMRT included) and protons are

not to be based, as a matter of standard procedure,

on the target to be given but on each individual

patient’s plan, allowing for such measurements as

MHD, maximum lung distance or volume of risk

organs. The number of breast cancer patients then

eligible for a certain technique, e.g. protons, is not

known at present. Clinical experience suggests that a

figure of 300 patients remains relevant (deduced

from an estimate that protons are indicated if NTCP

heart is put at 3% or more). If lung toxicity is also

included, the number of cases eligible for protons

may increase still further.

Cost-benefit estimates

The cost-effectiveness of proton beam therapy has

been compared with that of conventional therapy in

one study [46]. In the basic assumption, 55-year-old

women with left-sided breast cancer have been post-

operatively irradiated to 50 Gy. Tumour control is

unaffected, but the risk of serious cardiac toxicity is

reduced by 76% and the risk of pneumonitis by

96%. If the risk of cardiac toxicity after conventional

irradiation is 1.5% and the risk of pneumonitis 14%,

the cost per quality-adjusted life year gained (QALY)

will be SEK 550 000. For the group of patients

where the risk of cardiac toxicity exceeds 3%,

averaging 3.5%, the cost per QALY comes to SEK

202 000. The number of cases judged eligible for

proton beam therapy is based on this latter group.

Research needed

Further comparative dose planning studies will be

needed and also better knowledge concerning the

absolute risks of different kinds of toxicity, particu-

larly cardiac/pulmonary toxicity, and the risk of

secondary malignancies from various dose loads.

Further long-term follow-up of different clinical

studies may possibly help to augment knowledge of

this kind over the next five years. Ongoing or

recently completed clinical studies will also provide

better knowledge of the target volumes and target

doses needed at different stages and for different

tumour characteristics. The benefit of e.g. irradiat-

ing the internal mammary lymph nodes is much

debated [47�/49]. Studies using different cytostatic

drugs and other tumour medicines, e.g. trastuzumab

[50], can also have a bearing on future radiotherapy.

Since some of these medicines are cardio-toxic, their

increasing use in primary therapy may entail greater

demands for a reduction of radiation loads on the

heart or lung [51]. Pilot studies of patients should

also be able to commence, primarily in order to

study acute toxicity, e.g. in the skin, at existing

proton beam therapy centres the world over.

When a facility is clinically operative, all patients

must be treated in prospective protocols with in-

sistence on careful long-term follow-up. NCTP must

be calculated for various side-effects as compared

with the best conventional technique. It is not

possible to undertake a randomised study to ascer-

tain any increased tumour control, because this is

already very high and the differences between pro-

tons and other techniques are probably small. Nor is
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it reasonable to start a randomised study with a view

to seeing whether cardiac toxicity can be reduced

after, say, 15 years. The need, rather, is for various

intermediary endpoints to evaluate the risk of sub-

sequent serious toxicity. Various heart studies, e.g.

scintigraphy using 99mTc-sestamibi [52,53], can

reflect radiation load, but their relevance to assessing

the risk of serious cardiac toxicity is limited.

Summary assessment

It is estimated that in the first instance 300 Swedish

patients annually may be eligible for proton beam

therapy, given the possibility. The risk of heart/lung

complications and the risk of secondary malignancy

should then be reduced to very low levels. The

treatment cost per patient, with a risk of cardiac

toxicity more than 3%, is estimated at some SEK

200 000.
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